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Abstract-Crowdsourcing has been extensively used for aggre
gating data from a large pool of workers. In a real crowdsourcing
market, each answer obtained from a worker incurs cost. The
cost is associated with both the level of trustworthiness of workers
and the difficulty of tasks. Typically, access to expert-level (more
trustworthy) workers is more expensive than to average crowd
and completion of a challenging task is more costly than a click
away question. In this paper, we address the problem of optimal
assignment of heterogeneous tasks to workers of varying trust
levels with budget constraint. Specifically, we design a trust
aware task allocation algorithm that takes as inputs the estimated
trust of workers and pre-set budget, and outputs the optimal
assignment of tasks to workers. We derive the bound of total error
probability that relates to budget, trustworthiness of crowds, and
costs of obtaining labels from crowds naturally. Higher budget,
more trustworthy crowds, and less costly jobs result in lower
theoretical bound. Our allocation scheme does not depend on the
specific design of the trust evaluation component. Therefore, it
can be combined with generic trust evaluation algorithms. Our
algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art by up to 30% on real data.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing provides a convenient and efficient way for
data collection without having to acquire costly labels from
domain experts. In a typical crowdsourcing task, a requester
distributes small jobs to non-expert workers and provides a
small amount of payment upon job completion. Such a small
job can be translating a sentence [1], annotating an image [2],
classifying search queries [3], etc. Answers (or labels) obtained
from workers are usually noisy due to workers' lack of exper
tise, carelessness, or malicious labeling. To mitigate the noise,
one question is redundantly distributed to multiple workers
and the answers are aggregated to produce a single answer,
expected to be more accurate. Many crowdsourcing platforms
are available, for example, Amazon Mechanical Turk, ESP
game and reCaptcha.
One typical goal in crowdsourcing tasks is to infer the
ground truth from collected answers. Much work [4], [5],
[6] in crowdsourcing has been devoted to making aggregated
decisions to predict true labels given noisy and even malicious
input from workers. However, these algorithms do not consider
the cost incurred from obtaining a label from a worker; while
in practice, the number of answers we can get is restricted
by the budget coming with requesters. Under this constraint,
a natural question to ask is how to allocate tasks to workers
adaptively with limited budget.
Past approaches to crowdsourcing with budget constraint
have assumed that all questions and workers are homogeneous
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- questions do not differ in difficulty level, and all workers
are as capable as each other and get the same payment
for answering any question. This can be an over-simplified
setting for real problems. In practice, the cost depends on
both the question and the worker. For example, fine category
classification of different kinds of birds requires more domain
knowledge than simply telling if there is a bird in an image;
summarizing a paragraph needs more work than deciding if a
tweet is positive or negative. Requesters generally pay more to
workers for difficult tasks. On the other hand, skillful workers
ask for higher payment than ordinary workers, and have a
larger chance of providing the ground truth. For example, for
the same task, consulting a domain expert is more costly than
asking a random worker on Mechanical Turk; however, on
average more Turks are required to infer the correct answer.
Thus there is a trade-off between cost and answer quality. A
more cost-efficient way to task distribution than blind random
assignment would be to assign easy tasks to cheap workers and
hard tasks to workers with more expertise. The answers given
by workers are then combined with estimated trustworthiness
of workers. We consider the trustworthiness of a worker as
equivalent to the worker's reliability. Therefore use trust and
reliability interchangably in this paper. Specifically, expert
level crowd has higher trust value while common non-expert
crowd has lower trust value.
In this paper, we address the problem of trust-aware task
allocation by considering cost and expertise variation among
workers. We propose an easy-to-implement allocation algo
rithm in the setting of weighted majority vote with theoretical
guarantee. We formulate the assignment problem as a nonlinear
integer programming problem with budget constraint, and relax
it to a convex optimization problem that has an analytical so
lution. We also give a theoretical error bound to our algorithm.
Our contributions are as follows:
•

We formalize the problem of trust-aware task alloca
tion in crowdsourcing and provide a principled way
to solve it.

•

Our formulation models the workers' trustworthiness
and the costs depend on both the question and the
worker group. Our method is ready to be extended to
more complicated aggregation method other than the
weighted majority vote as well.

•

The trust-aware task allocation scheme we propose
can achieve � O( VB) for total error probabilities,
where N is the number of tasks and B is the total
budget. Different from [7], the exact performance
-
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bound of error probability also incorporates both
trustworthiness of crowds and cost. More trustworthy
crowds and less costly jobs result in lower guaranteed
bound.
II.

RELATED WORK

Most previous works focus on aggregating labels from
multiple workers. None of them address a practical issue: the
job requester has a budget constraint and he wants to make the
best use of the requester's budget. A closely related work along
this line is Crowdscreen [8] that developed algorithms for
minimizing expected cost regarding number of questions asked
and the estimation accuracy. However, the cost of assigning
different questions is assumed to be uniform and the heuristics
based algorithms have no theoretical guarantee of performance.
This guarantee is given in [9] where all questions are ho
mogeneous and the upper bound they derived is valid only
when the number of questions assigned approaches infinity,
rendering it impractical. Works that further investigate the
problem of task assignment for heterogeneous tasks include
[10], [7]. The former is focused on minimizing cost subject
to a quality constraint when workers arrive online while the
latter is in the direction of minimizing estimation error under
budget constraint and the cost associated with questions varies
w.r.t difficulty. In particular, in [7], cost is determined by only
the difficulty of questions and they can not choose explicitly
which experts to choose for the completion of the task.
III.

PROBLEM SETTING

We consider classification tasks where the wisdom of
crowds is utilized to estimate the ground truth of each instance.
We assume that there are N tasks and the difficulty of task
i can be mapped to a real number di. We consider binary
classification and denote the unknown true label of task i
by 'i E {-I, I}. However, our algorithm can be applied to
general classification tasks as well. We further assume that
there are M crowds available for the job requesters. As can
be expected, in real life, some crowds behave professionally
and provide reliable answers, while other crowds are not as
trustworthy, either because they have lower expertise level or
because they want to get the payment without investing enough
effort. We denote the answer given by a worker k from crowd
j for task i as ejki E {-I, I}. The job requester comes to
the crowdsourcing market with a fixed budget B and he/she
expects to get the highest performance out of the given budget.
The crowdsourcing platform has a scheduler that distributes
tasks to its pool of workers. Each assignment of task i to a
worker from crowd j is associated with a cost Cij'
We adopt a I-coin model to describe the worker's stochastic
behavior when answering a specific question. The I-coin
model assumes the probability of labeling a question with 1
given Ii
0 equals the probability of labeling it with 0 given
'i 1. We denote the probability of getting a correct answer of
task i given by worker k from crowd j by Uijk' A higher value
of Uijk indicates higher trust value. Extension of our work
to a 2-coin model (a worker is modeled by two parameters
when the truth label is binary, i.e. the probability of giving
correct label when truth label is 0 and the probability of giving
correct label when truth label is 1) is straightforward. Given
the symmetry present in the definition of the I-coin model,
=

=
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without loss of generality, we assume that the true label Ii of
task i is 1. Thus the answer given by worker k from crowd
j follows the Bernoulli distribution: eijk
Bin(l, Uijk)' For
each task i, a user from crowd j is sampled according to some
unknown distribution and we denote the expected trust value
of crowd j toward task i lE[Uijkl as Uij' Note that the random
variables Uij and Uijk are unknown.
rv

We assume that there is a separate trust evaluation compo
nent that assesses each worker's trustworthiness and outputs
estimates of a crowd's trust value, denoted by Wj E [0,1],
which represents the trust evaluation component's belief about
the probability that workers from crowd j's answer a question
correctly. We choose to estimate the trust value of a whole
crowd instead of individual workers. In reality, companies
like CrowdFlower' provides hierarchies of workers ranging
from domain experts to average open crowd, thus it is more
reasonable to keep track of the performance of each crowd
than that of individuals.
A common approach to ground truth inference in crowd
sourcing is weighted majority vote:
(1)
where Wj is the estimated trust value of crowd j, ejki is
the answer to question i provided by worker j who belongs
to crowd j, and nij is the number of workers from crowd
j allocated for question i. The above estimation is a very
basic algorithm in crowdsourcing and is usually used as
the baseline or a preprocessing step for more sophisticated
methods. Therefore, we use the error probability based on
the weighted majority vote as an upper bound of the error
probability we can achieve. Given the fixed budget provided
by the job requester, the scheduler has two options. It either
assigns a set of budget constraints Bi for each task i since we
don't want to allocate all the budget to a single question or
the scheduler just has a budget constraint on the total expense
for completing all the tasks. For each task i, multiple workers
are assigned to provide answers for it. The number of workers
from crowd j assigned to task i is denoted by nij and the set
of workers assigned to task i can be compactly expressed as
ni {nij }�1' In the setting of fixed total budget across all
tasks, the optimal crowdsourcing problem becomes:
=

N

minimize
subject to

LPr(fi({nij}�l'W) Y!O'i)
i=l
LCijnij :s; B
i ,j
nij EN

(2)

which is generally a non-deterministic nonlinear integer pro
gramming problem. When we substitute question i's true label
'i with the estimated label ri using the weighted majority vote
equation (1), equation (2) is relaxed.
There is a trust evaluation component that gives estimation
of crowds' trustworthiness Wj. Note that sometimes we might
need trustworthiness of a crowd with respect to different types
1 http://www.crowdflower.com/
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of questions, which is questions of varying difficulty in our
case. For simplicity, in algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 that
follow in Section IV, just a scalar parameter Wj is assumed
for each crowd. Extension to trustworthiness with respect to
each type of questions is straighforward. The design of the
trust evaluation algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper.
Interested readers are referred to [11], [12] for basics on trust
models. We assume we can get access to the estimation of
trustworthiness given by this component and our allocation
scheme goes from there. Our allocation scheme works with a
general trust estimation component. Note that trust estimation
is usually not given and incurs further cost. However, practical
crowdsourcing platforms use a pipeline model, where separate
components are dedicated to trust estimation, task allocation
and answer inference. We intend to keep our job (task allo
cation) as independent from others as possible, yet flexible
enough to join with any algorithm of other components. The
output of our allocation scheme is a set of assignments nij'
Note that we are considering task assignment before tasks are
deployed in the crowdsourcing market, i.e., trust values are
static in this case. This is justified by the observation that
most crowdsourcing marketplaces like Amazon Mechanical
Turk require preset numbers of workers to questions before
deployment. That said, given time-varying trust estimates, our
method can be easily made online - do partial assignment,
wait for answers, update trust estimates and do another batch
of assignment.
IV.

TRUST-AWARE TA SK

A. Assumptions

For question i, we assume that the user k from crowd
j samples hislher answer ejd from a Bernoulli distribution,
Bin(l, Uijk)' The expected answer lEBin(l u i h ) [ejd]
i.e., ejki
is fJijk' We assume that a user k is picked from a crowd
fJij, where fJij denotes
j uniformly and lEk�Uj [fJijk]
expected trust value of crowd j. For an allocation {nij}, i
1, . . . ,N,j 1, . . . ,M, we define the expected answer for
question i averaged over workers from crowd j as
rv

,

=

=

=

where

Pij

=

�j=l nijWjfJij
",M
�j=l n'J
",M

=

L;

.

Optimization Problem

Let Yi
L�l L��l Wjejki. The error probability of
task i in equation (2) can be relaxed by using the Hoeffding
concentration bound:
=

(5)
where Uij denotes the expected trust value of crowd j and
Wj denotes the estimated trust value for crowd j. equation (5)
makes the problem in equation (2) a deterministic optimization
problem. However, this is not convex in general.

Next we discuss how to relax the deterministic objective
function on the right hand side of equation (5) by probably
approximately correct learning framework (PAC) [13]. We
consider the situation where the actual obtained answer de
viates from the expected answer by Ei. Using the Hoeffding
Inequality, we can get

Pr

r�;,

(I

l
L;f1= , nij

'" ijWjfJij
�P
j=l

ing scheme yields a somewhat reasonable performance for the
given task i under uniform allocation, i.e. Pij
Pi, 'Vj:

{

nij)2
2 exp - E;(L;�,
L;jV�, nijW;

{

0
< 0

if ri
if ri

=

=

1
-1

(4)

This means that if our assignment for question i is at least as
good as uniformly random assignment, the expected answer
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}

}

�

=

IS

(6)

(L�l nijf

In practice, the value of (3 depends on the required confi
dence level. Usually (3 is small, thus the above interval for ri
is of high probability. In the following argument we will only
consider the case where ri lies in the interval [fJi - Ei, fJi + Ei].

If

fJi - Ei

�

0, then ri

=

(L�fJil L��
l Wjejki )
Ei 0,

sign

�

0, the

answer will always be correct. If
- < then we will
get the wrong answer with probability Ei2�/:" Therefore, in the
interval we are considering, we have

,
Pr(ri =J ri)

where

fJmin

=

=

max{O,

min fJij'

Ei - fJi
1
1
} :::; - - fJmin2
2Ei
Ei

---

(7)

We would like to minimize the error probability summing
over the N tasks, and our optimization objective is

=

�

2

I Ei) :::;

- 21n � L�l nijW;

(3)

{nij}. We assume that the weighted majority voting aggregat

L�l L��l Wjejd - fJi

nij)2
; L; JV;2 exp - E2(L;�,
..
(3, where (3 . a chosen
j=l nt]Wj2
real number from 0 to 1. This means that with probability at
least (1 - (3) N, the following holds: ri E [fJi - Ei, fJi + Ei] 'Vi.
We express Ei as:
Now let

M

=

j
nij and is fully determined by the allocation

{ fJifJi

B.

ALLOCATION

Our proposed budget allocation strategy is trust-aware in
the sense that it utilizes the estimated trustworthiness of crowds
given by trust evaluation component and allocation decision is
partially influenced by the estimation. The process works as
follows. We present the optimal budget allocation scheme with
total budget constraint. The job allocator selectively assigns
multiple workers from each crowd j to each task i given the
estimated trustworthiness Wj and cost Cij'

fJi

for question i in equation (3) has the same sign as the ground
truth.

minimize

n�ij

N

-2:
i l
=

This is not necessarily a convex function, however, no
tice that L�l nij > L�l nijW; since Wj E [0, 1]'
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( L:

( �j-ln 0 )
"M

- L:l

and we can relax

2

)

,,1\1-

..

2
2

L...- j = ln'L) Wj

2

.

to Its upperbound

i£'.:L�; · This relaxation results in a convex

- L:l

M

optimization problem given by:

introducing an extra regularization term which penalizes the
sparse behavior of allocation in Algorithm 1. For the sake of
convenience, we relax the objective function in equation (8) by

- L:l VL;:1 nijW; 2': - L:l L;:1 nijW;.
N

N

n�ij

subject to

{

(8)

nij=

�

B w2•
N---..!.L
L: k l C1jt

O

w2

if j=fi
(9)
if jo;i ji

where ji = argmax2 and i = 1,2,... ,N.

j

Cij

From the optimal allocation scheme we can see that our model
prefers the most cost-efficient crowd in terms of the ratio of
its level of trust over cost. Since nij might be fractional, we
set it to be lnij J. The full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1
and we call it TAA for short.
Algorithm 1:
Input:

Trust-Aware Assignment

N tasks, budget B, worker cost
cij(i= 1,... ,N,j= 1,... ,M

Output:

job allocations

Br=B;
for i = 1: N

�

subject to

(10)

The optimal solution of this problem is

The optimal solution for the above problem can be expressed
as:
c2 .
1-),

M

-LLnijW; + 211nll�
i=1 j=1
LCijnij ::; B
ij
nij2':O, i=l,... ,N,j=l,... ,M

minimize

M

-L LnijW;
i=1 j=1
LCijnij ::; B
ij
nij2':0, i=l,... ,N,j=l, ... ,M

minimize

Therefore

the optimization problem becomes:

)

(

1
BCij ..
L CklW[
nij= C W2
j - Cij kl 2 +
' VZ,]
Lkl Ckl
Lkl c2
."
kl
where � should be chosen such that nij is positive. We can see

from this solution structure that for each question, budget will
be allocated to multiple crowds instead of just one. The penalty
term in equation (10) gives credits to allocations that are more
spread out, which makes the bound closer to equation (8). The
full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2 and we call it TAAP
for short.
Algorithm 2:
Input:

Trust-Aware Assignment With Penalty

N tasks, budget B, worker cost
cij(i= 1,... ,N,j= 1,... ,M
job allocations

Output:

Br=B;
for i = 1: N
for

nij, predicted answer ri

do

j= 1:

M

nij, predicted answer ri

B C ii
L:kl CklWZ )
nij - IE (W2
I j - Cij L:kl � + L:kl. i J
do

Br +-- Br - L;:1 nijCij

c ,

c ,

end

do

end

while

Br > ° do
i= 1: N do
if Br > ° then

for

I

�

Ran omly choose j�h crowd

nij - nij + 1, Br - Br - Cij

else

I

Break

end

end

end

Use weighted majority voting to estimate answers

V.

end

Br > ° and i ::; N do
I niji' =niji' + 1, Br=Br - Ciji' , i=i + 1

while

THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE BOUND

In this section, we discuss the performance of the alloca
tion solution given by our proposed trust-aware allocation by
providing the guaranteed upper bound of the error probability
of the original optimization problem of equation (2).

end

Use weighted majority voting to estimate answers
The solution in equation (9) exhibits sparsity features
since: 1) for any question, budget is allocated to only one
of the crowds; and 2) when taking the floor, difficult questions
tend to get 0 budget while easy questions get the whole
share of the budget. We propose to address this problem by
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B,

<
or
, where

the

equal

W

2

ii = argmax�.
tJ

j

to
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This result is intuitive in that the larger the budget we
have, the lower the error probability bound we can obtain. The
bound improves exponentially with respect to budget increase.
In addition, lower cost of Cij and higher trust value Uij; lead
to lower error bound.
We can actually obtain an improved upper bound that holds
with high probability from the perspective of PAC, like the
work in [7].
Theorem 2.

For any

probability satisfies:

N

L P r ( ri i- ri)
i=1

max

{

Lj=1 Cijnij

8

j;

=

the total error

�

N
N
0'"2 fJmin

where

B,

�

W2
argmax2.
j Cij

VI.

BW;;
1
-Sin Ii2 c··.
N w;.
2'J' "'I
L.. =1 -]1"

C",

t.

}

(11)

A. Benchmark Algorithms

The set of benchmark algorithms we use for comparison
are:

2)

the algorithm tends to allocate the same number
of people to answer a question from each available
crowd. If the budget is not used up, for each question,
it randomly chooses an expert from the set of crowds.
CQSA: for each question, the algorithm only chooses
people from the most trustworthy crowd to assign
UA:

to that question according to
where

3)

ji

=

j

argmax

niji

=

lC;j, 2:!, J,
�

Wj If budget is not consumed, it
'L

'LJi

iterates the question set again and randomly chooses
an expert from the set of crowds for each question.
CA: the algorithm only chooses the cheapest crowd
(the least trustworthy crowd) for questions according
to

niji

=

lC2

tJ�i

2:�' Ciji J
t=1

l

_
_

,

where

ji

=

The real dataset we use is Galaxy Zoo [14], a set of
galaxy annotations contributed by a crowd of volunteers who
are non-experts. The dataset contains statistics about votes of
these volunteers for over 900,000 galaxies. The images of
these galaxies are classified as elliptical (E), combined spiral
(CS), or unknown by volunteers. The dataset from Galaxy Zoo
used in our paper is SDSS image release 7. A subset of 700
galaxies that are classified as class elliptical or combined spiral
is randomly chosen. These classified galaxies have more than
80% agreement and the class agreed upon can be treated as
truth label.
Classification of galaxy images from Galaxy Zoo does not
have explicit difficulty levels and volunteers that participate
in giving classifications do not have explicit level of trust
either. However, we first divide the 700 galaxies into 2 groups
based on the level of agreement. The first group is considered
easy questions and the second group is considered difficult
questions. The level of agreement in the first group is higher
than that in the second. Then we simulate three kinds of
crowds with increasing level of trustworthiness. Let
denote
the difficulty parameter of type t question and (3j denote the
trust parameter of type crowd j. Specifically
is scaled to
[5.0,1.0] for easy and difficult questions respectively and the (3
scaled to [0.65,0.S5,0.9S]. Then we choose the trust value of
crowd j toward question i as a sigmoid function of
and (3j:
1 fJ)' where ti is the type of the ith question,
Uij

at

at

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Besides the theoretical results given in Section V, we also
evaluate the performance of our proposed trust-aware assign
ment (TAA) and trust-aware assignment with penalty (TAAP)
on a real dataset and compared them against benchmark
algorithms such as uniform assignment (UA) and algorithms
from [7] adjusted to our setting, i.e. crowd-quality-seeking
assignment (CQSA) and cheap assignment (CA). We show that
our algorithms outperform state-of-the-art.

1)

B. Experiment Setup on Galaxy Zoo Dataset

argmin Wj.
J

The same procedure is done as in crowd-quality
seeking assignment when budget is not used up.
After the assignment stage, weighted majority vote, as in
equation (1), is applied to the algorithms.
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=

1 +exp(

-

ati

CXti j

which is easy or difficult in our case. Next we assume the
input from the trust evaluation component is Wij
2Uij - 1.
In practice, this might not be the case. However, any good
design of trust evaluation algorithm should output higher trust
value for more reliable crowd and lower trust value for less
reliable crowd and the assumption that Wij
2Uij - 1 also
exhibits such behavior.
=

=

With these models, we choose the cost function that maps
the question difficulty and crowd's trust value to money in
the following way: for easy questions, the cost of different
crowds is [0.1,0.5,0.9] and the cost for difficult questions is
[0.3,0.6,1.0]. The cost function along with the trustworthiness
values captures the following intuitive ideas: 1) for each
question type, more trustworthy crowd incurs higher cost; and
2) for a particular crowd, answering difficult questions incurs
higher cost than answering easy ones.
C. Analysis

To test the performance of our proposed algorithm, we plot
the total probability error as the budget increases from 50 to
1500. The result is depicted in Fig. l. It is easy to see that
our proposed TAAP outperforms all other algorithms across
the span of budget. In particular, when the budget is relative
small, i.e. B � 200, both TAA and TAAP improve over CQSA
and UA by up to 30%. This indicates that our algorithms
excel in efficient allocation when budget is not abundant.
Also, the cheap assignment algorithm does equally well when
budget is small since there is not enough budget for answering
difficult questions and people from a cheap crowd can answer
easy questions equally well compared to an expensive crowd.
When the budget is abundant, however, TAA behaves poorly
compared to other algorithms except for CA. This is due to
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We would like to maximize the prediction accuracy within a
given budget. In our setting, costs depend on both the question
and the crowds grouped by level of expertise. We relaxed
this accuracy-cost trade-off problem to a convex optimization
problem by a PAC bound. We showed that there is a simple
and intuitive closed-form solution to the convex problem.
TAA always selects the most cost-efficient group for a given

(vB)

question and has at most I;f - 0
prediction error.
In addition, to address the problem of flooring and sparsity
feature exhibited in TAA, we proposed TAAP and showed its
outstanding performance through experiments on a real dataset
across budget span.

Fig. 1. Total error probability of algorithms UA CQSA CA TAA TAAPon Galaxy
Zoo dataset with budget ranging from 50 to 1500.

Note that though we experimentally investigated the effect
of trustworthiness estimation error, we did not theoretically
explore the effect of it on the total error probability. We plan
to further analyze this in the future. Additionally, the truth
label in this paper is assumed to be discrete and binary. We
also would like to investigate the continuous values.
VIII.
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